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CPI Meeting Agenda 

Wednesday, February 13, 2008 
11:30-1:15 

 
(11:50-12:00) Call to Order/Opening Remarks:  (Moderated by Alan Love) 

●     Welcome 

●     Introduction:   

— Dr. Elsa A. Murano, President of Texas A&M University 

(12:00-12:20)      Special Guest Presentation: 

Dr. Elsa A. Murano, President of Texas A&M University 

(12:20-1:00) Facilitated Discussion: (Moderated Alan Love) 

                            ●     Open forum discussion 

(1:00-1:15) Other business: (Moderated by A. Love) 

• Next CPI meeting: March 19, 2008 

— Presentation and discussion of The Texas A&M University System Intellectual Property Policy 

(1:15) Adjournment:    

Attachments: (Materials are available for download at http://cpi.tamu.edu/) 
— February 13, 2008 Agenda 
— DRAFT, January 9, 2008 minutes (sent electronically for approval) 

cc: (distributed meeting resources) 

— Dr. Elsa A. Murano, President (Texas A&M) 
— Dr. Jerry R. Strawser, Interim Executive Vice President and Provost (Texas A&M) 
— College Deans, Administrative and Department Heads (Texas A&M, TAES, TEES, HSC, TTI) 
— Dr. H. Joseph Newton, Chair of the Research Environment Council (Texas A&M) 
— Dr. Angie Hill Price, Speaker of the Faculty Senate (Texas A&M) 
— Dr. Howard Kaplan, Chair of the Distinguished Professors (Texas A&M) 

 



DRAFT 

Council of Principal Investigators 
January 9, 2008 

Minutes 
Members present Members not present  Guests present Guests not present 
Amato, Nancy; 
Bell-Pedersen, Deb;  
Bednarz, Sarah;  
Bloomfield, Susan; 
Boyle, David; 
Choobineh, Joobin; 
Derr, James;  
Gatson, Sarah; 
Grau, Jim;  
Guinasso, Norman; 
Hsieh, Tony; 
Love, Alan (Chair);   
Maggert, Keith;  
Scholtz, Marty; 
Turnbull, Katherine; 
Weimer, Michael 

Campbell, Lisa;  
Chowdhary, Bhanu;  
Eisele, William; 
Fitzpatrick, Paul (Chair Elect); 
House, Donald; 
Kapler, Geoffrey;  
Moreira, Rosana; 
Pillai, Suresh;   
Russell, David (Past Chair);  
Russell, Don; 
Scholthof, Herman; 
Shippen, Dorothy; 
Stelly, Dave 
 
 

Bednarz, Robert; 
Calvin, Jim;  
Cantrell, Carol;  
Droleskey, Suzanne;  
Foxworth, Greg; 
Gilliland, Diane; 
Kaplan, Howard;  
Kettleborough, C.F.; 
Maldonado, Theresa; 
Nickles, Rosalie; 
Paterra, Leo; 
Pettit, Becky; 
Rojo del Busto, Katherine 
 

Carlson, David; 
Dugas, William; 
Hall, Timothy; 
Hilding-Kronforst, Shari; 
Hill-Price, Angie; 
Huddleston, Michael; 
Miller, Charlene; 
Newton, Joseph; 
O’Quinn, Mike; 
Pollock, Jill;  
Raines, Angie; 
Riddle, David;  
Rojo del Busto, Mario; 
Summers, Max; 
Watson, Karan 
Webb, Bob 

(11:50-12:00) Call to Order/Opening Remarks: A. Love   

• CPI Chair met with Elsa Murano, President of Texas A&M University, before the Christmas break. They 
discussed past and current CPI matters, including the proposed changes to research administration and an 
academic master plan.  The President accepted an invitation to address the CPI in February.. 

(12:00-12:30)  Facilitated Discussion: A. Love 

Discussion was facilitated regarding CPI’s draft memo response to the Chancellor’s memorandum on research 
administration and the System Integrated Research Administration Project (SIRAP) working committee executive 
summary (available at http://cpi.tamu.edu): 

• Council reviewed unofficial summary of PI comments posted on the CPI discussion forum, with an assumed 
55 unique PIs who posted comments between November 26, 2007 and December 18, 2007. “Assumed unique 
PIs” indicated that users left comments anonymously so all of the comments are assumed to be from unique 
persons, not multiple entries from one person.  

• There were a low total of PI participants on the discussion forums. Some felt the reason for the low 
participation was a fear of retaliation over comments or a PI might have felt that comments already posted by 
others carried his/her opinions on the matter and they may not have felt the need to participate. Others may not 
have participated because of a lack of understanding about what is being proposed by the Chancellor, 
regarding research administration. 

• The following were commonality points from the comments collected on the CPI discussion forums: Reduced 
returns of IDC to PIs; satisfaction with current research administration and structure; other attempts to 
centralize research administration had been done in the past and was both cumbersome and unsuccessful. 

• The primary focal point of the CPI research administration memo to the Chancellor is the issue of PI 
representation on the operating and executive committees, as proposed in the SIRAP summary.  

• Another issue discussed with the SIRAP summary was the under-representation of votes for Texas A&M 
University on the operating and executive committees, where the Vice Chancellors for the System entities 
(TEES, AgriLife Research, TTI and HSC) are considered CEOs and would result in additional votes for those 
System entities on the committees, whereas Texas A&M would only have one vote. A guest member 
confirmed this with the System office. 

• Another issue was that the SIRAP executive summary discussed the College Station campus research and 
initiatives, not System-wide research and initiatives. 

• A suggestion was made to start with opposing the plan, and then if it continues to move forward then demand 
representation on the committees that will be responsible for the oversight of a centralized research 
administration. 

• The charge of the Research Administration Working Group was addressed.  The RA Working Group’s efforts 
shifted from looking at how to centralize research administration to recommend more study before any 



 

proposed changes are implemented. Currently, nothing has happened since the report was published and the 
only changes the have taken place have been the implementation of the Epik research administration portal. 

• There was a concern that if the University gave up research administration that it would also mean giving up 
teaching administration.  

• It was noted that the System IP policy is a good model that contains an example of a constituent and oversight 
committee.  

• There was a question about the constituency group that supervises research administration and if they would 
meet under the System or Texas A&M University. There was a follow up request for clarification about who 
would be responsible for calling these meetings. 

• Proposed plans should be given time to work, but there is risk in not having PIs representing each unit’s 
interests on the operating and executive committees. 

• An operating committee could be recommended to the Chancellor with the proposition that the CEOs form 
and govern the committees. It was also suggested that acknowledging the value of the Chancellor’s proposal 
with a slightly modified way of implementing it could be beneficial. 

• A consensus decision is needed from the entire CPI, as the group has until the beginning of February to get a 
response to the Chancellor.  

• One suggestion was beginning the draft memo response with “it’s our understanding with this letter that 
change is needed, therefore…” 

• There was a request asking if a summation of the memo draft and issues could be produced so that all of the 
issues make sense. There needed to be some mechanism for dissemination for all of the issues. 

• Request to post link to the System and Member org charts on the CPI website.  

• One suggestion was calculating representation on the operating and executive committees based on the 
number of PIs. Other PIs emailed CPI suggesting a similar representation strategy. 

• It was noted that the best solution may be disagreement because the current proposal is not indicative of the 
majority of faculty and their input. However, if the proposal is going to happen regardless of what CPI says, 
then there has to be PI representation and demand a demand for it on the committees. 

• It was decided that the comments from today’s meeting would be incorporated into the draft and would be sent 
through email for further comments and vetting, with the inclusion of the following issues: committee 
representation of PIs; defined formula for membership; operating committee sharing best practices at the 
University level and have CEOs communicate with their respective groups as a means to keep all units 
informed. 

• When discussing the specifics of the estimated 90% of the research grants for the System going through the 
main campus, the CPI Chair asked for clarification and/or confirmation of that number from the Office of the 
Vice President for Research.  

(12:35-12:45)  CPI governance and membership: M. Scholtz 

Chair noted that the CPI is taking strides to be more representative of the PI community. Marty Scholtz has agreed to 
chair a committee to review CPI membership and governance matters.  

• Council reviewed pg. 12 & 13 of the distributed documents, which included the CPI bylaws. It was noted that 
this discussion was spurred by the CPI strategic planning session. After looking at the definition of a PI in the 
bylaws, the CPI Exec. Committee began to ask questions about this definition and if it should be modified to 
capture a broader representation of the PI community. One suggestion was modifying the bylaws, and 
removing the geographic constraints about membership. The current objective of the subcommittee is to 
gather data from all of the colleges and then go from there. 

• Volunteers are needed to work on the subcommittee, who will work with representatives from the other 
colleges to ensure their questions and concerns about their representation on CPI are being addressed. 

• The subcommittee will consider the ramifications of verbiage changes to the bylaws membership section. 

• The issue of Galveston membership to CPI was discussed. According to CPI bylaws, Galveston’s 
membership would be in violation of the bylaws as they are not located in the Brazos Valley. 

• It was noted that there are a dozen or more PIs from oceanography that are located in Galveston, but they are 
affiliated with the College Station campus. According to the bylaws geographic constraints, these PIs would 



 

not be included in the census. 

• One suggestion was to modify the bylaws to say a PI should be associated with the College Station campus. 
There was some agreement to this suggestion, but also a comment about the importance of counting all of the 
people and seeing what kind of numbers are involved. 

• The matter of the libraries being able to vote was addressed, with this included as one of the issues that the 
subcommittee will review. The subcommittee will come back with a report and formal recommendations 
before the census begins in April 2008. 

• It was noted that this effort is to make sure that CPI is aware of these initiatives as many look to CPI to be a 
truly broad representative of the PI community and the subcommittee’s efforts will ensure there is a clear 
model for membership in the bylaws. 

(12:45-1:00)  Other business: A. Love 

• CPI Chair noted that the first half of the year the CPI was in reactive mode. The main issue discussed with 
President Murano for the spring was the Academic Master Plan, which deals with where buildings are put on 
campus, as to promote collaborative relationships by housing certain academic groups in close proximity to 
one another.  

• Another issue discussed was the administration of interdisciplinary faculty and what happens when funding 
runs low. It was asked if interdisciplinary program faculty are taken into consideration in the development of 
the academic master plan.  A follow up comment to this suggestion noted that the Council of Participating 
Deans acknowledge that this very issue is one that needs to be addressed, but there is no consensus on how to 
move forward. The VPR has taken ownership of working with the IDP Chairs and the Department Heads of 
these programs.  

• Minutes approved, with a request for modification/clarification of comments attributed to Alan Love. CPI 
Coordinator will request clarification and modify minutes accordingly. 

(12:55)  Adjournment 
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February 8, 2008 
 
MEMORAN DUM 
 
TO:            Michael McKinney 

          Chancellor 
The Texas A&M University System 
MS 1122 
College Station, TX 77843-1122 

 
FROM: CPI Executive Committee: 

H. Alan Love, Chair 
 Nancy Amato 
  Deborah Bell-Pedersen 

Lisa Campbell 
Paul F. Fitzpatrick, Chair-Elect 
David Russell, Past Chair 
J. Martin Scholtz 
  

SUBJECT: Research Administration 
 
Dear Chancellor McKinney, 

On behalf of the Council of Principal Investigators (CPI) at Texas A&M, we thank you for meeting 
with us on November 14th to discuss your plans for changes in research administration at Texas 
A&M.  We appreciate your efforts to improve research administration at Texas A&M and want to 
work closely with you to do this. 

Following our November meeting with you, we set up a forum to facilitate discussion about the 
Texas A&M University System Integrated Research Administration Project Report, and the potential 
inception of a System-wide Research Administration.  The TAMU research community has some 
constructive suggestions, which are summarized below. The entire discussion is available at: 
http:/ / cpi.tamu.edu/ activities/ discussions/ click-here-to-leave-comments-for-cpi.  
In the feedback we received, there is unanimous concern among the members of the research 
community regarding the proposed formation of a centralized “research administration and 
commercialization function that provides integrated System-wide services to include pre-award 
administration, post-award administration, compliance monitoring, implementing a new research 
database, and commercialization activities,” the original charge to the working committee.  
Comments from the research community overwhelmingly reflect support for the present dispersed 
system, with the strongest support for TEES and the Research Foundation. 
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The most common concerns expressed by CPI members regarding proposed changes in research 
administration are: 

• From the perspective of PI’s, the need for change is unclear since the current system is 
working very well.  What problem is centralization intended to correct? 

• Centralization will result in a larger, more cumbersome system, making it more difficult and 
time consuming for PI’s to submit proposals and administer grants. The ease and proximity 
of the present system makes TAMU attractive to productive researchers. Indeed, the current 
system has proven to be an excellent recruiting tool, especially for senior faculty who 
suffered under cumbersome centralized systems at their former universities. 

 
• Placing research administration under an office of commercialization might significantly 

distort the type of research being administratively supported, discouraging PI’s from 
pursuing ideas if there is not a commercializable aspect.  There is real concern about 
research direction being determined, directly or indirectly, by a centralized administration 
rather than by PI’s. 

 
• There is concern that a System-wide restructuring will end up shifting indirect/ overhead 

funds from the PI’s who earn it, and their departments and colleges that rely on these funds 
to operate, to other areas of the System. 

 
• There is a willingness to adopt a common data management system, but concern about how 

such a system will be funded. 
 

Based upon the comments from members of the CPI, comments from the research community 
facilitated through our discussion forum, and the recommendations of the working group, we 
recommend a phased approach to any changes in research administration with reassessment after 
each phase. 
 
Phase 1) The working committee for the Texas A&M University System Integrated Research 
Administration Project recommended the development and implementation of an integrated research 
information system (IRIS/ EPIK used by TEES) and implementation of uniform coding and 
accounting for research activities. 
 

The research community generally supports the development of an Integrated Research 
Information System (IRIS) as a prototype System-wide information system. IRIS should be made 
available for use by each of the Texas A&M System members and the Texas A&M Research 
Foundation. However, it will be key to the ultimate success of IRIS for PI’s who will use the 
system to have a prominent role in its design and development. For example, we realized during 
a five-minute demonstration of EPIK at the December 12th CPI meeting that a list of PI 
publications and CV’s should be included in the database. This simple addition to IRIS would 
greatly aid in the development of multiple-PI grants, including equipment and student-training 
grants. We believe that, with PI leadership, IRIS can be developed into a system that other 
universities would want to emulate.  

 
Phase 2) The working committee for the Texas A&M University System Integrated Research 
Administration Project recommended the creation of an Executive Council to identify the resources 
for conducting the analysis to assess the efficiencies and effectiveness of proposed changes to 
research administration, and an Operating Council for reviewing and making recommendations 
concerning the various issues in research administration.  
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The PI’s are against a centralized System-wide Research Administration.  Therefore, we do not 
support the creation of System-level Executive or Operating Councils. As an alternative, we 
suggest the formation of an Operations Committee which functions within Texas A&M to 
develop and recommend “best practices” that each of the research administration agencies may 
choose to adopt.  We recommend that this committee be composed of CEO’s and Texas A&M 
PI’s who have grants administered through each of the agencies (TAMU, TEES, Texas AgriLife 
Research, TTI, HSC, and the Research Foundation). PI representation should be proportional to 
the research dollars administered by each agency. Since the majority of research grants in the 
TAMU System are from PI’s at the main campus (estimated at 90%), College Station PI’s need 
to be the driving force and majority on this committee. 
 
We recommend that the Operations Committee first draft a “needs” statement to identify what 
the problems are in research administration and why they require attention.  Emphasis should be 
on service to PIs and maximizing return of indirect cost monies to PIs and their originating 
units.  Only when needs are clearly articulated and justified should the Operations Committee 
make recommendations for changes to the current structure to meet these needs. It may turn out 
that the implementation of IRIS in each of the current agencies solves the perceived problems.  
This is a main strength of the phased approach with reassessment that we support. 
 

It must be emphasized that research administration (including grant management, risk assessment, 
contract negotiation, proposal development and submission, post-award accounting and reporting 
systems, and overhead return) are key to the success, and critical to the careers, of PI’s at Texas 
A&M. If not done with extreme care and caution, the potential consolidation and move of research 
administration to the System level could have profoundly negative consequences for the future of 
our faculty and the international research preeminence of the A&M System. Any proposed changes 
to the current administrative structure need to be carefully assessed by PI’s prior to finalization and 
implementation. Simply put, PI’s need to be part of the origination and creation of change, not just 
responders to change proposed by Administrators and CEO’s.   
 
You indicated in your discussion with the CPI on November 14th that any changes made to research 
administration will not affect the direction of research. We strongly appreciate this comment and 
want to stress that investigator-led research is the best way to create new knowledge, technologies, 
diagnostics, and therapeutics to benefit Texans.   
 
We look forward to continued open discussion and to working with you toward the development of 
a research administration system that will enhance research at Texas A&M and serve us all well now 
and in the future. 
 
Sincerely and on behalf of the CPI, 
 
H. Alan Love 
Chair, Council of Principal Investigators 
 
xc: (distributed electronically) 

— Elsa A. Murano, President, Texas A&M University 
— Jerry R. Strawser, Interim Executive Vice President and Provost, Texas A&M University 
— H. Russell Cross, Executive Vice President for Operations, Texas A&M University 
— James A. Calvin, Interim Vice President for Research, Texas A&M University 
— Leo J. Paterra, Interim President & CEO, Texas A&M Research Foundation 
— H. Joseph Newton, Chair, Research Environment Council, Texas A&M University 
— Council of Principal Investigators 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON IMPLEMENTATION 

OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY 

THE TASK FORCE ON ENHANCING THE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE 

 

Submitted to President Robert M. Gates 

 

February 1, 2006 

 

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

 At a meeting with the Council of Deans on August 31, 2005, Dr. Robert M. Gates, 

President of Texas A&M University, conveyed his intention of appointing a committee that 

would examine the work product of the Task Force on Enhancing the Undergraduate Experience.  

Specifically, the purpose of the new committee would be to determine the priority of 

implementation of the recommendations made by the Task Force in their report to the President, 

delivered in May of 2005.  A subsequent meeting hosted by Dr. Gates was held on September 

28, 2005, with the purpose of appointing the committee chair and members, as follows. 

 

• Dr. Elsa A. Murano, Vice Chancellor and Dean of Agriculture and Life Sciences, 

Chair of the Committee 

• Dr. Thomas Regan, Dean of Architecture 

• Dr. Bjorn Kjerfve, Dean of Geosciences 

• Dr. Richard Adams, Dean of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences            

(Dr. Evelyn Castiglioni and Dr. Debbie Kochevar, substitutes for Dr. Adams) 

• Dr. Jane Conoley, Dean of Education 

• Dr. Douglas Palmer, Executive Associate Dean of Education 

• Dr. Douglas Slack, Speaker-elect of the Faculty Senate 

• Dr. Mary Jo Richardson, Chair of Task Force on Enhancing the Undergraduate 

Experience 

• Dr. Robert Webb, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Research 

• Dr. Jan Winniford, Associate VP for Student Affairs 

• Mr. Nathan Wolfe, Student 
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Dr. Gates provided Dr. Murano with the charge for the committee:  to “identify which 

recommendations of each (Task Force) working group we should move forward with, and 

determine the sequence of implementation, based on difficulty and cost”, with the deadline for 

receiving the committee’s report set for February 1st, 2006. 

 

PROCESS FOLLOWED 

The Committee on Implementation held its first meeting on October 31, 2005, at which 

time an overview of the Task Force’s report was presented by Dr. Richardson, who had served as 

Chair of that group.  She provided an overview of the Task Force’s report and the 

recommendations and time frame for implementation of the recommendations that emerged as 

synergistic themes from the subcommittees.  The subcommittees of the Task Force were: 

1. Common-first year experience 

2. Learning communities 

3. Undergraduate research 

4. Leadership education and development 

5. Honors opportunities 

6. Course delivery 

7. Summer school 

8. Core curriculum 

9. In- and out-of-classroom learning experience 

10. Progress towards degree 

 

The Committee discussed the process it would utilize in accomplishing its charge.  Members 

agreed to categorize each individual recommendation from the Task Force subcommittee as to 

whether its implementation would be easy (defined as having a low ratio of effort to impact, and 

a high probability of success), difficult (defined has having a high ratio of effort to impact, but 

with a relatively high probability of success), or should be eliminated from further consideration 

(defined as having a low probability of success).  In order to do this, the Committee decided that 

it would need to define the criteria it would use to carry out such a categorization.  The following 

criteria were chosen: 
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* IMPACT:  Will it be a substantive and measurable 
enhancement to the undergraduate experience given 
internal and external forces and constraints? 

 
* PROBABILITY OF 
   SUCCESS:  How complex, risky, and full of obstacles is it? 
 
* EFFORT:  How much work and resources will it take to 

implement? 
 

The Committee was divided into three subcommittees, one for each of the criteria listed 

above.  Each subcommittee was charged with determining the process it would use to analyze 

each of the 86 recommendations from the Task Force’s subcommittees, according to its 

particular criterion, and with providing a report to the full Committee after evaluating all 

recommendations using that process.  The subcommittee on Impact was led by Dr. Richardson, 

the subcommittee on Probability of Success was led by Dr. Slack, and the subcommittee on 

Effort was led by Dr. Webb.  It was also decided by the Committee that Impact would be the 

overarching criterion that would be used in ultimately assessing implementation. 

The Impact subcommittee provided an analysis to the Committee with the Task Force’s 

subcommittee recommendations being categorized as true recommendations, with others deemed 

to be supporting actions, i.e., implementation strategies, resource needs, or management 

instructions.  This subcommittee then assessed the impact of the true recommendations, 

assigning numerical values according to degree of impact that the specific recommendation 

would produce, as follows: 

* High impact: 1-2 

* Medium impact: 3 

* Low impact:  4-5 

 

The Probability of Success subcommittee assigned three numbers to each 

recommendation.  The first number reflected the complexity of the recommendation, the second 

number reflected the risk of implementation, and the third number reflected the number of 

obstacles to accomplish implementation, and these were assigned as follows: 
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* Complexity:   High = 5; Low = 1 

* Risk:    High = 5; Low = 1 

* Number of obstacles: High = 5; Low = 1 

 

The three numbers (complexity, risk, obstacles) were then averaged to yield one number.  This 

number was assigned a degree of Probability of Success, as follows: 

* High Probability of Success:  1-2 

* Medium Probability of Success:  3 

* Low Probability of Success:  4-5 

 

The Effort subcommittee assigned five numbers to each recommendation.  The first 

number reflected the cost required for implementation, the second number reflected the human 

resources required for implementation, the third number reflected the number of procedures that 

would have to be developed or changed for implementation, the fourth number reflected the 

amount of training that would be required for implementation, and the fifth number reflected the 

cost of rewarding implementation, and these were assigned as follows: 

* Cost of implementation:   High = 3; Low = 1 

* Human resources required:   High = 3; Low = 1 

* Number of new/revised procedures: High = 3; Low = 1 

* Amount of training required:  High = 3; Low = 1 

* Cost of rewarding implementation:  High = 3; Low = 1 

 

The five numbers (cost of implementation, human resources required, number of procedures, 

amount of training, and cost of rewarding implementation) were then averaged to yield one 

number.  This number was assigned a degree of Effort, as follows: 

* Great effort:    2.1 or higher 

* Medium effort:   1.6 to 2.0 

* Minimal effort:   1 to 1.5 

 

The Committee then met as a whole on various occasions to review and discuss the 

deliberations from the three subcommittees.  First, consensus was arrived regarding which of the 
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individual recommendations were deemed to be concrete recommendations, and which were 

supporting actions, such as corollaries, processes or implementation strategies, management 

directives, or resource needs/rewards, as assessed by the subcommittee on Impact.  Second, the 

Committee discussed the findings of each subcommittee regarding Impact, Probability of 

Success, and Effort, arriving at a consensus, and making several changes to the wording of 

various recommendations in order to better reflect the opinions of the entire Committee.  Third, 

the Committee then analyzed each of the true recommendations regarding when each one should 

be implemented, according to the following scheme: 

 

• Implement NOW:  To be implemented during 2006. 

• Implement LONGER-TERM:  To be started in 2006, but completed over time. 

• NO GO:  Should not be implemented at all. 

 

The above designations were determined as follows:  First, any recommendation that was 

deemed to have a high Impact and either a high or medium Probability of Success, would be 

implemented in 2006, regardless of the effort required.  Second, any recommendation that was 

deemed to have a high Impact but low Probability of Success, or that was deemed to have 

medium Impact, its implementation would begin in 2006 but would probably not be completed 

until 2008, regardless of the Effort required.  Third, any recommendation that was deemed to 

have a low Impact would not be implemented at all, regardless of the Probability of Success or 

Effort required.  The results of this work were compiled into a table that is included in this report 

as part of the Appendix. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following Table summarizes the implementation designation for the 

recommendations made by the Task Force subcommittees on Enhancing the Undergraduate 

Experience that were deemed to be true recommendations.  As stated above, most of the original 

recommendations were deemed to be supporting actions, such as corollaries, implementation 

strategies, management instructions, or resource needs/rewards, and not true recommendations.  

A complete listing of all recommendations and their individual final scores for impact, 

probability of success, and effort can be found in Appendix A of this report. 
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Implementation Designations for Task Force Recommendations and Supporting Actions. 

 

CATEGORY RECOMMENDATIONS  
AND SUPPORTING ACTIONS (in italics) 

NOW/LONGER-
TERM/NO GO 

Common First-
year 
Experience 

1 (All incoming students enroll in one small class) 
     2 (corollary) 
     3 (corollary) 
 
4 (Uniform high quality of advising is ensured) 

NOW 
 
 
 
NOW 

Learning 
Communities 

5 (Create or expand learning communities) 
     6 (implementation strategy) 
     7 (rewards) 
     8 (implementation strategy) 
     9 (implementation strategy) 
     10 (implementation strategy) 
     11 (resources) 
     12 (rewards) 
     13 (implementation strategy) 

NOW 

Undergraduate 
Research 

14 (Make inquiry/research learning the standard) 
     15 (implementation strategy) 
     16 (implementation strategy) 
 
17 (All undergraduates have a summary research  
      experience) 
     18 (resources) 

LONGER-TERM 
 
 
 
NOW 

Leadership 
Education and 
Development 

19 (Minor in leadership) 
     20 (corollary) 
     21 (corollary) 
     22 (implementation strategy) 
     23 (corollary) 
     24 (implementation strategy) 
     25 (implementation strategy) 
     26 (corollary) 

NOW 

Honors 
Opportunities 

26.5 (Strengthen and enhance honors experience) 
     27 (implementation strategy) 
     28 (implementation strategy) 
     29 (implementation strategy) 
     30 (implementation strategy) 
     31 (implementation strategy) 
     32 (implementation strategy) 
     33 (management) 
     34 (implementation strategy/rewards) 
     35 (resources) 
     36 (implementation strategy) 
     37 (implementation strategy) 

NOW 
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     38 (implementation strategy) 
 
38.5 (Create honors college) 
     39 (implementation strategy) 
     40 (implementation strategy) 
     41 (implementation strategy) 
     42 (implementation strategy) 
     43 (implementation strategy) 
     44 (implementation strategy) 
     45 (implementation strategy) 
     46 (implementation strategy) 
     47 (implementation strategy/resources) 
    48 (implementation strategy) 

 
 
LONGER-TERM 

Course 
Delivery 

56 (Course delivery plans from all depts. & colleges) 
     49 (implementation strategy) 
     50 (corollary) 
     51 (implementation strategy) 
     52 (implementation strategy) 
     53 (implementation strategy) 
     54 (implementation strategy) 
     55 (implementation strategy) 
     57 (rewards) 
     58 (resources) 
     59 (resources) 
     60 (resources) 
     61 (rewards) 
     62 (implementation strategy/resources) 

NOW 

Summer School 63 (Encourage summer school attendance) 
 
66 (Appoint Dean of Summer School) 
 
66.5 (Additional academic opportunities during 
summer school sessions) 
     64 (management strategy) 
     65 (resources) 
 
67 (Expansion of distance education and on-line 
instruction during Summer Sessions) 
 
68 (Explore options for establishing trimesters) 
 
69 (Establish 5-week CORE summer classes) 
 
70 (Require value-added experiences) 

LONGER-TERM 
 
NO-GO 
 
LONGER-TERM 
 
 
 
 
NOW 
 
 
NO GO 
 
NO GO 
 
NOW 

Core 
Curriculum 

72 (Implement recommendations of previous task  
      forces) 

NOW 
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     71 (management strategy) 
     73 (implementation strategy) 
     75 (management strategy) 
     76 (implementation strategy) 
     77 (implementation strategy) 
 
74 (Work to enact a reduction of HIST/POLS  
      State requirements) 
 
78 (Limit core curriculum courses to lower division) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
NOW 
 
 
NOW 

In-Out 
Classroom 
Learning 
Experiences 

79 (Promote integration of in/out classroom  
      experiences) 
     80 (implementation strategy) 
     81 (corollary) 
     82 (implementation strategy) 
     83 (implementation strategy) 

NOW 

Progress 
Towards 
Degree 

85 (Create university complete enrollment  
       management plan) 
     84 (implementation strategy) 
     85 (implementation strategy) 

NOW 

 

Based on the above information, only 18 of the original 86 recommendations of the Task 

Force subcommittees were deemed to be true recommendations.  The committee decided to add 

three recommendations that were not explicitly stated as such in the Task Force Report, but 

which would clarify the original intentions of the Task Force.  These “new” recommendations 

were numbered #26.5, #38.5, and #66.5, for a total of 21 recommendations.  The Committee 

recommends that 15 of the 21 recommendations be implemented within 2006, and 3 be 

implemented by beginning the process now, and completing implementation over a longer term, 

such as by 2008.  The Committee further recommends that three recommendations made by the 

Task Force subcommittees should not be implemented at all (#66, #68, and #69).  Thus, the 

Committee recommends a total of 18 recommendations to be implemented. 

 

Emergence of Six “Big Ideas” 

After further examination of the 18 recommendations, the Committee grouped them into six 

thematic areas.  These represent “big ideas” that could be used to communicate with the 

university community and with external constituencies to more easily convey how the University 

will seek to enhance the undergraduate experience for its students in the coming years.   
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The following is a list of the six “big ideas”, and the recommendations within each, 

specifying whether they should be implemented now or over a longer-term. 

 

1. Build faculty/student engagement through small classes.  All entering students will 
have one small-enrollment class applicable to their curriculum. 

 
a. Recommendation #1        NOW 

All entering freshmen at Texas A&M University will have the opportunity to 
enroll in one small section of an academic class during their first semester, 
preferably in the student’s declared major or the core curriculum.   

 
2. Create an academic culture of communities of learners available to all students.  

Learning communities will enhance student learning and success, building connections 
between students and faculty, and between in-class and out-of-class experiences.  
Sufficient numbers of learning communities must be available to allow access to all 
students.  Cross-disciplinary communities will be encouraged. 

 
a. Recommendation #5        NOW 

All entering freshmen at Texas A&M University will have the opportunity to be 
part of a learning community to aid in their successful transition to university 
academic expectations and to enhance their connections with a diverse group of 
individuals. 

 
3. Establish high quality value-added educational activities for all students.  These 

experiences include a minor in leadership, participation in professional 
internship/immersion experiences, international educational experiences, and rigorous 
academic opportunities in a newly established Honors College. Special attention will be 
given to increasing international educational opportunities for students, e.g., study 
abroad, research abroad, etc. 

 
a. Recommendation #19        NOW 

A draft interdisciplinary minor in leadership was created by the original Task 
Force subcommittee.  This document will enable academic units to expeditiously 
prepare the paperwork for approval through the university committees. 

 
b. Recommendation #26.5       NOW 

Several implementation ideas were presented to strengthen the current university 
and college level honors programs to promote a community of scholars and 
continuity of offerings. 

 
c. Recommendation #38.5          LONGER-TERM 

Creating an Honors College will require obtaining a substantial endowment for 
the establishment of the college itself, providing a suitable physical facility, and 
funding for faculty. 
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d. Recommendation #66.5          LONGER-TERM 
Add to the academic offerings in the summer sessions by developing a high-
quality and value-added educational experience, designed to attract prominent 
scholars to campus to offer students intellectually exciting mini-mester courses, 
special symposia, or thematic conferences with potential participation of faculty, 
graduate students and undergraduates.  

 
e. Recommendation #70        NOW 

Require value-added off-campus opportunities for all students, such as study 
abroad, internships, research experiences, and/or co-op work-study, that expose 
students to international experiences and culturally diverse environments. 

 
f. Recommendation #79        NOW 

Integration of in and out of classroom experiences will result in a holistic learning 
environment where students will dialogue with each other about learning and 
connect their in- and out- of classroom experiences.  Overall learning will be 
improved as students master intellectual and practical skills to be successful. 

 
4. Complement Research I status with undergraduate research/inquiry activities.  One 

of the defining features of education at TAMU is the central role of research as a learning 
paradigm. Immersion in the conceptualization and conduct of research/inquiry will be 
integrated into undergraduate education programs for students in all majors. 

 
a. Recommendation #14           LONGER-TERM 

Make inquiry/research-based learning (i.e. problem-driven, experiential learning, 
active learning) the standard learning paradigm in lower division and upper 
division classes in every major. 

 
b. Recommendation #17        NOW 

Create “a summary experience” option for all undergraduate majors such as a 
capstone course/project, research-intensive experience, or senior thesis. 

 
5. Embrace innovative technology-mediated instruction and distance learning 

technologies.  The rapid development of technology supports learning and instruction.  
These instructional resources will support increased access and opportunities for students 
on and off campus. 

 
a. Recommendation #56        NOW 

Enhanced course delivery plans emanating from departments and colleges will be 
fostered and encouraged through necessary and appropriate funding. 

 
b. Recommendation #67        NOW 

Offer opportunities for degree-seeking and non-degree-seeking students for 
courses via distance education during the summer sessions.  Upper-division 
course offerings should be considered.  Costs of course offerings need to be 
competitive with comparable courses offered by others.  
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6. Ensure quality of academic experiences.  Assessment activities will be integrated with 

professional accreditation standards where appropriate and will include students’ 
progress toward degree, core curriculum, advising, and assess to majors. 

 
a. Recommendation #4        NOW 

Surveys of students and advisors have shown that advising is generally of high 
quality.  Some areas provide more personal, helpful, and accurate advising than 
others.  Ensure consistently high quality advising throughout the university. 
 

b. Recommendation #63        NOW 
Actively encourage students to attend summer school to further progress toward 
obtaining their degrees in a timely fashion. 

 
c. Recommendation #72        NOW 

Implement the recommendations in the Core Curriculum Assessment Committee 
Report of November 2004.  These recommendations include Faculty Senate 
assessment of the core curriculum, ongoing professional development through the 
Center for Teaching Excellence for faculty teaching core curriculum courses and 
the clear statement of learning outcomes in core curriculum courses. 

 
d. Recommendation #74        NOW 

The 12-hour history/political science state law adds hours to the core curriculum 
and the overall curricula in the disciplines.  Lowering the number of hours from 
the 12 required would enable reduction in total hours for a degree and thereby aid 
in increasing the number of students completing degree requirements to graduate 
in four years.  
 

e. Recommendation #78        NOW 
Core curriculum courses should be limited to lower division courses, except in 
rare circumstances.  Given the fundamental nature of the core curriculum all 
students should have the opportunity to experience core curriculum courses in 
relatively small classes. 

 
f. Recommendation #85        NOW 

To effectively manage the complex issues facing the University associated with 
more students being qualified for admission to the University as freshmen than 
the University capacity to admit, the University must develop a comprehensive 
Enrollment Management Plan.  This plan will include access to majors and 
mechanisms for ensuring students’ progress toward graduation. 
 

 
Recommended Implementation Mechanism 

Implementation of these six “big ideas” should not be delayed.  The Committee strongly 

recommends that six interdisciplinary working groups be appointed by President Gates as soon 
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as possible to guide the implementation of the recommendations within the six areas.  These 

groups should be composed of people who are “implementers”, and not just thinkers, so that 

implementation of the recommendations can be achieved in a timely manner. 

It is worth noting that various members of the Committee had served in the original Task 

Force on Enhancing the Undergraduate Experience.  We found their involvement to be of great 

value in our ability to accomplish the charge given to us by Dr. Gates.  Their participation 

ensured continuity of thought and helped clarify the meaning and intent of the recommendations 

made by the Task Force.  This proved to be crucial in the Committee’s deliberations.  Therefore, 

it is strongly advised that some of the people who served on the original Task Force should be 

appointed to serve in the six working groups. 

It is also recommended that an individual be appointed to serve as overall coordinator of the 

implementation efforts of each working group.  This individual would serve to report to Dr. 

Gates of the progress being made by each working group, and would also serve to ensure that 

connectivity exists in the implementation of those recommendations whose success depends on 

those being managed by other groups. 

 

Cost of Implementation 

Implementation of these recommendations will require an intensive commitment of time, 

energy and effort by faculty, administration and staff.  The Committee made an attempt at 

estimating the costs associated with each of the recommendations.  First, we believe that to build 

faculty and student engagement through having all entering students enrolling in one small class 

will have a large cost implication, since it will require many programs to offer introductory 

courses in smaller class sections.  However, it should be noted that the Committee did not 

suggest that every section of the first year program be presented in small class sections, only that 

each student enroll in at least one such course.  Further, many programs are already offering their 

majors this type of course.  The place where the cost is likely to be greatest will be in the 

programs with large numbers of majors.  Adding small sections for these majors would 

correspond to opening up ~100 small class sections per semester. 

Second, regarding the creation of an academic culture of communities of learners available to 

all students, the Committee acknowledges that many colleges already have begun establishing 

these communities.  In order to reduce costs and build on existing structures, we recommend that 
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this initiative be combined with that of creating small classes for entering freshmen.  To build 

such a community would require resources related to faculty time (partial teaching time credit, 

10-20%) and one or more teaching assistants per course, to be replicated in each college. 

Third, to establish high quality value-added educational activities for all students, the 

Committee believes that in some areas, the costs would be minimal.  For example, establishing a 

minor in leadership could almost be done without cost, provided there was an interest by a 

particular academic program to offer it.  Regarding strengthening the honors experience, the 

Committee believes that there are already a number of programs underway to accomplish this.  

What is needed is coordination of the activities in each college with the central honors program 

office.  However, establishing an honors college is an entirely different matter.  This effort will 

require significant resources through endowments to build facilities and support these activities, 

costing several million dollars.  Adding to the summer school program, and requiring value-

added off-campus opportunities, would require significant resources.  It is estimated that the 

former would require $200,000 annually, and the latter would require $50,000 annually, mainly 

for coordination of activities across colleges. 

Fourth, to require research or inquiry activities of all students, this will need to be carried out 

in stages, gradually adding or modifying current course offerings.  Developing these courses will 

take faculty release time and teaching assistant support at the level of $50,000 per course for 

brand-new courses, and approximately $25,000 to modify an existing course.  In addition, 

additional resources would likely be required to support equipment or special facilities for these 

courses.  Regarding requiring a summary research experience, many programs already have 

begun heading in this direction.  However, for programs with large populations of majors, 

special courses will need to be developed to provide such an opportunity in larger student groups 

rather than one-on-one interactions with a faculty mentor.  The Committee estimates that for 

such programs, 15 sections of 20 students with a faculty mentor and a teaching assistant would 

be required.  There are current activities in some colleges which could be used as models, and 

adapted to meet this need. 

Fifth, to embrace innovative technology-mediated instruction and distance learning, the 

Committee believes that the costs would entail the human resources and time it would take to 

develop business plans.  Some colleges may already be working on these, which would greatly 

reduce requirements for new resources.  To expand distance education to the summer, there 
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would be a cost associated to support the necessary hardware and personnel to offer these 

courses.  The good news is that once this initial investment is made, it would be possible to offer 

these courses at a reduced cost.  As already noted in this report, previous task forces have made 

recommendations on the strategies that should be implemented to expand distance education.  

There are costs associated with this, such as in setting up an office on campus to keep track of 

these courses and to review them periodically.  The Committee estimates annual costs of 

approximately $100,000 for this activity. 

Sixth, to ensure the quality of our academic programs, the costs would be related to training 

of advisors and of coordinating advising activities across colleges.  Encouraging summer 

enrollment would entail offering upper division courses in some programs with small numbers of 

majors that would be attractive to upper division students.  Reducing the history and political 

science requirement in order to reduce curriculum hours will require a coalition of state 

universities.  The major cost would be in the time required to build such a coalition and to 

propose this suggestion to the legislature.  The recommendation to have core curriculum courses 

become lower division only would have only a modest financial impact, except for the loss of 

income in those departments that currently use upper division courses as core courses to leverage 

their share of the subvention funds being distributed to their colleges.  Finally, the cost of 

developing enrollment management plans would be limited to the time required by each college 

to develop these plans. 

 

Additional Observations 

All courses, core curriculum changes, minors, and departmental curricula should be 

developed, revised and approved by the faculty through the appropriate existing committees, and 

not by new entities.  Many of the recommendations presented in this report will require 

coordination of efforts among multiple units, working in tandem on several recommendations 

simultaneously.  For example, recommendation #1 requires more small class offerings by the 

departments and coordination of the advising and registration of students so that all students have 

one small class.  It is clear that few of the recommendations could be successful without full 

support of the President, as well as academic support and student affairs offices and personnel. 

As noted above, changes to the legal requirement of 12 hours of American history and 

political science for all baccalaureate degrees will require alliances with other universities 
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seeking the same goals, with the university administration working together with their 

counterparts in other institutions to convince the Texas Legislature of the merit of this initiative.  

Similarly, creating a new Honors College will require involvement by the President in the form 

of seeking substantial new resources through an endowment. 

For faculty and administrators to be engaged in these changes, fundamental recognition of 

faculty contributions to undergraduate education and the enhanced learning in small classes, 

learning communities, inquiry-guided learning, leadership development, and integration of 

curricular and co-curricular activities must be a part of the evaluation and merit-review 

recognition system of the university.  As the recommendations are implemented, evaluation and 

assessment of the improvements of the undergraduate experience will need to be performed on a 

regular basis. 
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